
MEET THE 

DATA ASSESSMENT
Your built-in resource for understanding customer data quality.



Introduction
There’s a new feature in Salesforce CRM, available in the 

Summer ‘16 release for customers in the United States 

and Canada*. The Data Assessment is a built-in app that 

shows you the current condition of your  

Account data, along with providing firmographic details  

that will help you better understand your customers.

* We also have a solution for customers  

that are located outside these countries.  

Check out the Next Steps section for  

more information.  
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“Why do I
need this?”

The quality of your customer data is closely tied to  

CRM user adoption, and the ability to run critical sales  

and marketing processes. The Data Assessment is 

designed to help you understand where Account  

data quality could be reducing the effectiveness of 

your Salesforce investment. 



Data.com Data Assessment

Turning On the Data 
Assessment
While the Data Assessment is a standard CRM feature, it will 

not run until it has been turned on in your Salesforce org.

Follow these simple steps to start getting the information 

that will help you better understand your Account data:

1. In Salesforce Classic, open the Setup menu,  

      then type “Data.com” in the Setup search bar

2. Click the Clean Rules link under Data.com 

       Administration > Clean

3. Click the Activate link for the Company Info for 

       Accounts rule.*

* Activating the Data Assessment App will not change or affect your data in any way. 

This is a reporting-only feature that uses the Data.com matching engine to review 

your Account records, providing information you can use to better understand your 

customer data quality.

“But we 
haven’t purchased 

Data.com.”

This feature was built by the Data.com product team,  

but it’s available without any paid Data.com license. 
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“I’ve activated the rule. 
How do I see the results?”
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The Data Assessment may take up to 24 hours to run 

after you turn it on. Once it’s ready to view, access to 

the results will appear three places:

• App drop-down (Salesforce Classic)

• Notification alert (Salesforce Lightning)

• App launcher (Salesforce Lightning)

For all of these, the results can only be viewed in 

Salesforce Lightning.*

Data.com Data Assessment

* If you haven’t adopted Lightning yet for your Salesforce org, you can make it 

available only to Admin profile users. Use this Trailhead tutorial to learn how to 

set up Lightning access for selected users.  

 



Understanding Your Data 
Quality Results
Once you see the link/notification, then you can open Data 

Assessment, starting with the Data Quality results. This page 

provides three reports to understand the health of your 

account data:

There can be several reasons why the Data Assessment 

cannot match your records, but the most common is due 

to missing data in key fields used by the matching engine 

(refer to your Unmatched Analysis report). Other reasons 

can be the use of Person Accounts, or a high percentage 

of international account records (there is a solution for this 

situation in the Next Steps section).

“What does it mean if our 
results show a high percentage 

of unmatched records?”

Data Health provides an overall rating of your 

accounts based on their ability to be matched 

by Data.com Clean, how current the data is 

compared to Data.com, and the amount of 

identified duplicates.

Unmatched Analysis shows which account fields 

could be reducing the ability of Data.com Clean 

to match against your records.

Match Analysis shows how well Data.com Clean can enrich the current 

state of your account records.
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Understanding the Customer 
Segmentation Results
The Data Assessment also provides some firmographic insights based 

on the records that were matched against Data.com.
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There are many sales and marketing processes 

that rely on account data – having deep, 

complete account details can improve the 

useability and effectiveness of Salesforce.

These reports provide an example of how  

Data.com Clean can enrich your account data, 

but there is much more information that can 

be added to your records. Download the 

Data.com Product Comparison datasheet to 

see the full set of data that is available.

“How does 
this information 

help me?”



Next Steps
Want to review your results with a Salesforce representative? 

We’ve built the ability to request a review directly inside the app:

• Click the Learn More button on the Data Quality page.

• Click Review My Results with Salesforce on the overlay  
    page that appears after clicking Learn More.

Your request will be routed to the appropriate Salesforce  

team for a follow-up conversation.

There is an installable version of the Data Assessment 

available on the Salesforce AppExchange. Use it for any 

of the following situations:

• Your company is based outside of the U.S. or Canada.

• You have a high percentage of international account  
    records, and are interested to learn how Data.com 

    matches against them.

• You are interested in seeing how Data.com matches 

    against your contact and lead records.
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The information provided in this e-book is strictly for the convenience of our customers and is for general informational purposes only.  Publication by salesforce.com does not 
constitute an endorsement. Salesforce.com does not warrant the accuracy or completeness of any information, text, graphics, links or other items contained within this e-book. 
Salesforce.com does not guarantee you will achieve any specific results if you follow any advice in the e-book. It may be advisable for you to consult with a professional such as a 
lawyer, accountant, architect, business advisor or professional engineer to get specific advice that applies to your specific situation.
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